Why Global Packaging Standards are Urgently Needed
Even in this time of economic downturn, globalisation remains a subject very much under discussion.
Companies that are major players in the packaging value chain are mostly global operators and for them
packaging plays a crucial role in delivering their products to their customers in first class condition.
Globally too, the environmental characteristics of packaging are increasingly under scrutiny and this
tendency is spreading. Companies, consumers, environmental interest groups and regulatory authorities
all have opinions and agendas on this subject. What we described as “environmentally friendly” packaging
a few years ago is called “sustainable packaging” nowadays. One effect of this is a growing number of
initiatives aimed at defining and measuring the environmental performance of packaging.
Regulations about the environmental impact of packaging have existed In the European Union since the
early ‘90s. An important but often overlooked aspect of that development is that a principle reason for
making those regulations an EU Directive, besides protecting the environment, was to prevent different and
conflicting packaging policies and regulations becoming a technical barrier to cross border trade. In Europe
this objective has largely been achieved but now the need (and the benefit) of extending that concept
globally is more and more urgent.
There are some compelling reasons why the development of global standards on packaging and the
environment should be a priority both for the benefit of the packaged goods value chain and for a better
environment.
1. Recently the Global CEO Forum - a grouping of the world’s largest companies producing consumer
products and the world’s largest retailers - called for the development of definitions and common
metrics on packaging and sustainability for the purpose of minimising the risk of supply chain
disruptions resulting from insufficient coordination of sustainability actions by different stakeholders
in different regions of the world. A project team established by the Global CEO Forum has
commenced work on this request.
2. Members of the Asian Packaging Federation have adopted guidelines on environmentally
conscious packaging with the aim of achieving a harmonised approach within the Asian region in
answer to increasing government pressure to regulate on this topic. The Asian guidelines are very
closely modelled on the European CEN Standards on packaging and the environment and were
developed after consultation with EUROPEN and some of its members.
3. In the United States an industry grouping under the umbrella of the environmental NGO,
GreenBlue, has formed the Sustainable Packaging Coalition and adopted a definition of
“sustainable packaging”.
4. In the absence of Federal legislation in the United States (and the improbability of any
immediate future) many states are adopting environmental regulations for packaging
sometimes conflict with initiatives in other states. This phenomenon is also occurring
individual states as counties and even cities are busy enacting laws and regulations
packaging.
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5. In China the authorities have begun adopting regulations about the environmental characteristics of
packaging and there are signs that some aspects of them could be in conflict with norms accepted
in other countries. For example, the Chinese Excessive Packaging Law prescribes product and
packaging cost ratios, free space ratios, and maximum number of layers of packaging for a range
of products.

6. In Canada every province has some regulations for packaging and its environmental
consequences and although these are on a province-by-province basis attempts are being made
by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment for national harmonisation of these rules.
7. The Governments of Australia and of New Zealand have entered voluntary agreements with
industry about packaging and the environment.
In addition to these initiatives we are witnessing an increase in private corporate or industry sector
initiatives with similar goals. The most notable of these is the Wal-Mart Packaging Scorecard introduced in
the US in 2007 and now being rolled out in Canada, Mexico, Latin American countries and China. Wal-Mart
will introduce it in Europe in 2010. Other large retailers in Europe and in the US are announcing their own
packaging and environment policies adding to the risk of market fragmentation and conflicting
environmental objectives arising.
Apart from these risks of supply chain disruptions and inefficiencies, there is danger that misinformation
and conflicting information about packaging will cause an increase in consumer confusion and that
independent and uncoordinated sector or customer-oriented packaging initiatives may not really contribute
to meeting widely agreed environmental objectives.
Clearly there is an urgent need for some type of global understanding between stakeholders on this
subject. Improving packaging to lower its environmental impact is and must remain a continuous process.
In this regard, the dynamism and highly competitive nature of the packaging chain is producing some
remarkable advances. Competitive market forces are driving this quest, but common goals and definitions
are needed or we risk missing the target.
For all of these reasons EUROPEN1 urges the International Standards Organization (ISO) to commence
work, as a matter of urgency, on the development of international standards for packaging and the
environment.
To initiate such a project EUROPEN calls on members of the ISO TC122 (the technical group responsible
for packaging standards) to adopt a work item for this project and establish a sub-committee with the
responsibility for developing such standards. EUROPEN suggests that the reference point for commencing
this work should be the CEN Standards on packaging and the environment (EN 13427 to EN 13432).
These European Standards, which were officially recognised by the European Commission in February
2005, establish a framework for economic operators which assures that packaging produced and used to
sell products will be the minimum amount necessary to meet all functional and consumer needs, will have a
minimum impact on the environment, will not exceed the limits for heavy metals and other hazardous
substances, will be suitable for recycling or some other form of recovery, and will be (through quality control
mechanisms) subject to regular re-assessments to ensure its continuous environmental improvement.
The agreement and adoption of global standards on packaging and the environment would provide a
foundation reference point for any local initiatives (public or private) aimed at addressing environmental
concerns about packaging. Such standards would become a benchmark for any regional, national or local
packaging regulations
EUROPEN urges the International Standards Organization to initiate a project to develop such standards
as soon as possible.
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